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Psychotherapy   Service   Agreement   &   Informed   Consent  
  

 
Welcome.    Here   is   some   information   about   the   process   and   logistics   about   my   psychotherapy  
practice   for   you   to   have   as   part   of   your   agreeing   to   work   with   me.  
 
Designation,   Licensing   Bodies,   Ethics  
 
I   am   a   Registered   Psychotherapist   (no.   1435)   with   the   College   of   Registered   Psychotherapists  
of   Ontario   (CRPO).    I   follow   the   code   of   ethics   and   professional   standards   of   practice   of   the  
CRPO.    To   find   out   more   about   these   and/or   to   address   any   concerns   you   might   have,   visit   at  
www.crpo.ca  
 

I   am   also   a   Canadian   Certified   Counsellor   (no.   6159)   with   the   Canadian   Counselling   and  
Psychotherapy   Association   (CCPA).     More   information   about   the   CCPA   is   at  
www.ccpa-accp.ca  
 

My   Approach  
 

I   draw   upon   trauma-informed   relational   psychodynamic   (interpersonal/intersubjective),  
emotion-focused   (EFT),   and   somatic   (sensorimotor,   yogic)   approaches   to   psychotherapy.    I   use  
these   within   a   critical   psychology   perspective.   I   do   this   with   the   aim   of   supporting   you   to  
establish   or   restore   ways   of   thinking,   feeling   and   acting   in   the   world   that   are   meaningful   and  
growth-fostering   for   you.   
 

I   tend   to   frame   our   conversations   around   relationships   with   the   self,   others,   and  
contexts/systems   in   which   we   live.    This   is   to   learn   more   about   how   you   experience   these  
relationships   emotionally,   as   well   as   in   the   body,   and   about   the   stories   and   meanings   you   create  
from   this.    In   this   way,   I   hope   to   help   facilitate   clarity   about   what   you   are   facing,   what   you   most  
need   and   want,   and   how   best   to   meet   these   in   a   way   that   enacts   who   you   would   like   to   be   in   the  
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world   more   generally.    Working   in   this   way   may   sometimes   bring   difficult   feelings,   such   as   grief,  
anger,   guilt,   or   sadness   to   the   foreground.    I   will   ask   you   about   these   and   I   also   encourage   you  
to   talk   about   them   when   we   meet   in   order   to   help   you   move   through   them.   
 
Beginning   our   work   together  
  
I   have   found   that   regular   (such   as   weekly   or   biweekly)   meetings   give   the   strongest   chances  
of   benefitting   from   the   kinds   of   psychotherapy   I   practise.    Although   I   like   to   check   in   with   you  
about   how   we   are   doing   on   an   ongoing   basis,   I   believe   the   first   few   sessions   are   crucial   to  
determining   if   we   might   be   a   good   “match”,   and   I   raise   this   during   our   first   3-5   regular  
sessions:   I   ask   about   how   our   work   is   going   for   you   and   will   also   be   thinking   about   whether  
and   in   what   ways   your   experiences   and   hopes   for   therapy   fit   with   the   kinds   of   training   and  
clinical   experience   I   have   had.    If   for   any   reason   I   believe   a   different   path   or   therapist   might  
be   more   helpful   for   you,   I   will   provide   you   with   these   options.  
  
Meeting   format  
  
The   meetings   I   offer   can   be   in   person   at   my   office   or   by   video   online.    If   you   are   interested   in  
video   sessions,   I   will   outline   a   few   additional   factors   to   consider   in   a   separate   document.  
 

Privacy   and   Confidentiality  
  
The   law   requires   that   I   keep   progress   notes   of   our   meetings.    I   will   hold   these   and   all  
aspects   of   our   work   together   in   confidence.   I   will   not   discuss   information   you   reveal   to   me  
with   outside   parties   without   your   prior   consent.    There   are   some   exceptions   to   this,   some   of  
which   we   discussed   in   our   initial   consultation.   These   are   where   I   am   legally   and/or   ethically  
required   to   disclose   confidential   information   to   an   appropriate   authority   in   these  
circumstances:  
  

1. If   I   become   concerned   you   may   harm   yourself   or   someone   else  
 

2. If   you   reveal   apparent,   suspected,   or   potential   child   (under   16)   abuse   or   neglect  
 

3. If   you   report   sexual   abuse   by   a   Regulated   Health   Care   Professional  
 

4. If   the   court   issues   a   summons   to   me   for   records   or   testimony  
 

5. If   I   am   required   by   law   to   comply   with   an   investigation   or   inspection  
 

6. If   I   need   to   contact   a   relative,   friend   or   substitute   decision   maker   if   you   are   injured,   ill,  
incapacitated,   or   otherwise   unable   to   give   or   withhold   consent  

 



 
7. If   I   am   required   to   provide   information   about   our   work   and/or   the   records   I   keep,   for  

example   as   part   of   the   CRPO’s   Quality   Assurance   program,   or   to   facilitate   an  
investigation   or   complaints   process;   or   in   the   case   of   mandatory   reporting   of   unsafe  
practices   if,   for   example,   you   are   a   regulated   health   professional   and   you   have  
sexually   abused   a   client.  

  
As   a   condition   of   our   working   together,   we   each   agree   not   to   make   recordings   (audio   or  
video)   of   our   sessions   without   the   other’s   prior   knowledge   and   consent.  
 

Fees,   scheduling,   cancellations  
 

My   current   fees   are   $145   for   individual   sessions   (60-70   minutes)   and   $190   for   shared   sessions  
(e.g.   couples   therapy)   (90   minutes),   unless   we   have   made   another   arrangement   for   a   reduced  
fee.    Fees   for   extra   time   I   spend   outside   of   or   in   between   sessions   (e.g.   letter   writing,   consulting  
with   another   heath   provider   in   your   circle,   or   providing   duplicate   receipts)   are   pro-rated.     I  
review   these   fees   once   per   year   to   see   if   they   can   stay   the   same   or   if   I   will   increase   them.    I  
discuss   any   increase   I   anticipate   with   you   at   least   60   days   before   they   take   effect.     I   will   not  
discontinue   our   work   together   if   you   are   not   able   to   pay   the   fee   increase.  
 

I   accept   payment   by   cash,   interac   e-transfer,   or   cheque   at   the   beginning   or   end   of   every   session  
and   will   give   you   a   receipt   for   this.    I   ask   that   you   cover   any   outstanding   payment   for   a   past  
session   before   we   continue   our   work   together.  
 

I   typically   use   set   days/times   that   are   convenient   for   you   (e.g.   every   other   Thursday   at   4   pm)   
and   that   offer   us   the   kind   of   consistency   that   supports   the   strengths   of   the   psychotherapeutic  
approaches   I   use   (see   above).   
 

If   we   are   setting   up   or   changing   our   meeting   schedule,   I   will   offer   dates/times   that   I   have  
available   that   best   match   your   availability.    I   will   hold   those   options   for   up   to   24   hours   for   you   to  
get   back   to   me.    After   24   hours,   I   may   need   to   make   other   arrangements   for   those   dates/times,  
and   they   might   no   longer   be   available   to   us.    If   you   need   more   than   24   hours   to   decide,   please  
let   me   know.  
 

I   have   a   24-hour   cancellation   policy:   I   ask   that   you   let   me   know   24   hours’   ahead   of   our  
scheduled   time   to   meet   if   you   cannot   keep   that   appointment.    Without   this   notice,   I   ask   that   you  
cover   the   fee   for   the   missed   session.  
 

How   to   reach   me  
 

 



Email   me   at    michelebertrand@hushmail.com .    I   am   often   not   immediately   reachable   by   phone,  
but   you   can   leave   me   a   voice   message   at   416.939.0238.     I   will   make   every   effort   to   get   back   to  
you   within   48   hours,   except   on   weekends.    Because   telephone   and   email   are   not   100%   secure,  
there   is   always   some   chance   that   your   message   may   be   heard/read   or   intercepted   by   a   third  
party.     I   may   also   be   required   to   include   your   messages   as   part   of   the   notes   I   keep   on   our   work  
together.    I   recommend   we   use   telephone   and   email   for   scheduling   appointments   and   brief  
information   only.  
 

If   you   are   in   distress,   or   think   you   may   harm   yourself   or   someone   else,   please   go   to   your  
nearest   emergency   room,   or   call   the   Toronto   Distress   Centres   at   416.408.4357   or   the   Gerstein  
Crisis   Line   at   416.929.5200.  
 

Thank   you   for   reading   this.     Signing   below   indicates   you   have   looked   through   this  
document   entirely   and   that   you   understand   and   agree   with   the   terms   that   I   outline   in   it.  
 
 
 
Name   (please   print):  
 
 
 
 
 
Signature: Date:  
 

 


